Goodnight Kiss Game Guide .2x

Goodnight Kiss is a sandbox style erotic visual novel. As such a proper walkthrough isn't the ideal method to explain how to see all the different content. This guide will provide you with the information and strategies to explore the world of Goodnight Kiss to your heart (and other appendages) content.

You play the role of a man with terrible taboo hungers and desires and you can choose to either give in to all your evil lusts or keep yourself under control and make the world a better place.

You're going to choose to be a huge pervert, aren't you?
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The First Night

The opening sequence is a little bit different than the rest of the game. It's more in a visual novel style with text menus giving you options of what to do.

This one section will be a straight up walkthrough because it's set up as an intro into the world.

You awaken in your bed. You can watch your wife sleep or try to force yourself to sleep but neither of those actions do anything.

To progress the plot you must “Leave the Bedroom”

This sends you to the upstairs hallway. To progress you must select “Peek into your [fully adult human female that lives in your house]'s room”, then “Watch her for a moment longer”.

After this you can explore the house. In the upstairs there's also a bathroom, but nothing useful to do in it. Downstairs and in your home office there are a couple more options but they don't provide anything useful.

The optimal choice is to go to the home office, “Do some work”, which will earn you between $25 and $75 dollars, then “Check out some porn”. The porn primes you for the next plot segment.

Go back upstairs and your [fully adult human female that lives in your house]'s bedroom and “Take a closer look”.

Once she finishes she will catch you watching her. After reassuring her that it was an accident and what she was doing was normal you'll have a few options. “Pat her on the head” will increase her Affinity by 3. “Kiss her on the forehead” will increase her Affinity by 5. “Kiss her on the lips” will decrease her Affinity by 15. “Do nothing” will set her Affinity to 1.

From here you have several options of what to do.

The obvious option is to go to the bathroom and jerk off. A devil version of your [fully adult human female that lives in your house] will appear and tease you. Afterward you'll receive -1 morality.

You can also go to the bathroom and take a cold shower. An angel version of your [fully adult human female that lives in your house] will appear and you will torment yourself about your lustful thoughts. This will give you +1 morality.

You can also go downstairs and go for a jog around the neighborhood. This has a similar effect to taking a cold shower.

Ultimately there's going to be a Paragon/Renegade situation set up in the game. Basically there will be a secret path implemented where you don't bang your [fully adult human female who lives in your house for some reason] (WHY ARE YOU PLAYING A TABOO VISUAL NOVEL!????).

Anyway, after you make your decision you'll wake up the next day in the main game loop.
Overall Gameplay and Strategy

There are a number of locations and characters in the game world you can interact with. The characters go through schedules and you can find them at different locations at different times. The game cycles through a time system. Every action that you perform that gives you either information or affects your relationships will advance time to the next period. You wake up in the Morning, that follows through to Noon, then Afternoon, Night and sometimes Late Night. To unlock Late Night you need to drink coffee in your house in the afternoon (or drink coffee at the coffee shop any time). If you stay up into Late Night you'll sleep through the Morning the next day.

Gradually over time your lust will increase. If it's too high you will lose access to “safe” choices that won't negatively influence your relationships with various characters. You can reset your lust by either jerking off/playing an adult scene with a happy ending.

The computer in your home office allows you to work, which gives you between $25 and $75, access social media, which will give you hints on what different characters like, or access to the darknet, where you can purchase bitcoins and use those bitcoins to purchase illicit tools and substances.

The gameplay is mostly predicated on the house, which has various bedrooms, a bathroom, the kitchen/living room and your home office. You can also click on your truck to visit other locations in the town.
Attributes

Lust
A measure of your sexual self-control. Slowly goes up over time, or is increased by doing lewd things that don't give you a “happy ending”. If it's very high (10+) it will restrict the safe options in events. Can be reset by masturbating or lowered by taking a cold shower.

Morality
How good you feel about your actions. To start with it doesn't have a huge effect. In the late game it will have a significant effect on the high level interactions. Once I have enough content to start writing endings it will be one of the major signifier of what version of a given ending you get. Can be improved by praying or confessing in church.

Coding
How good you are at writing code. Increasing it increases how much money you get from “working”. Is increased through work itself, or by doing work at your home office, researching coding from your home office or doing research at the library.

Law
Your understanding of law. Will effect what options you have when you confront your wife about her infidelity. Can be increased by research at the library.

Charisma
Increases the bonuses you get to other characters main attributes. Can be increased by research at the library or by auditing the communications class at the college.

Strength
How good you are at beating people up. Can be increased by pumping iron in your home office or by taking classes at the gym.

Stealth
How good you are at peeping. Can be unlocked from buying “Succubus Prison” at the game store and playing it on your home computer. Once unlocked it can be increased by peeping or by reading a boot in the library.
The main hub of the game. Alexandra, Emily and eventually Sam live here. You can make money from the Home Office room.

**Your Bedroom**
Your wife will be here at night. When she's not around you can pray (to raise your morality).

**Bathroom**
Here you can take a shower or jerk off to manage your lust. There's also a random chance Emily will be inside and you can peek at her.

**Emily's Bedroom**
Interact with Emily when she's home. Also, Brenda comes over on the weekends.

**Guest Bedroom**
Interact with Sam once she arrives.

**Living Room/Kitchen**
You can cook dinner for your family or make coffee (coffee will keep you up into the late night).
Home Office
Work to raise money or purchase bitcoins/various illicit things from the Darknet Market. Occasionally Emily will work out here in the morning.

West Side

Big Box Store
Purchase items.

Wife's Office
(Open Weekdays Morning through Afternoon)
Meet and talk with Mary or Alexandra if she's currently working.

Dive Bar
(Open at Night and Late Night)
If Mary is present you can build your relationship with her.

Adult Store
(Open at Night and Late Night)
Purchase adult themed items.

Graveyard
Unlock the “ritual” scene at Late Night
**Coffee Shop**
(Open Morning through Afternoon)
Interact with Emily or Brenda, if they're at work.

**Ice Cream Shop**
(Open Morning through Afternoon)
Interact with Laurel, if she's at work.

**Flower Shop**
(Open Morning through Afternoon)
Interact with Miranda.

**Motel**
Catch your wife cheating on you.

**Library**
You can research various topics and once you have a good enough relationship with her, meet Laurel there.

**College Campus**
Have a photo shoot with Laurel (once you've befriended her)

**Neighborhood**
The neighborhood around your house. You might find items here.

**Dan/Miranda/Laurel’s Apartment**
Meet with one of the above at their home for special saucy events.

**East Side**

**Mall**
You can visit a Clothing store or a video game store. You can purchase clothing for Sam at the clothing store.

**Movie Theater**
Watch a movie. There's a small chance it will increase a random attribute.

**Gym**
Take fitness classes. There's also a possibility to find Miranda doing yoga and peep at her.

**Church**
Confess your sins. Unburden your soul. If you confess five times you will receive a lucky charm.

**Night Club**
At night you might find Brenda or Miranda here.
Beach
Find and peep at scantily clad or perhaps later naked women.

City Hall
Talk to the mayor and increase your civic engagement.
Items

**Candy - from Big Box Store ($25/5)**
A gift to give to various characters.

**Aphrodisiac Pills - from Sex Shop ($50/6)**
Used to control probabilities of specific scenes after use (i.e. you will find Emily touching herself in late night). Can also be used to max out your lust.

**Sleeping Pills - from Big Box Store ($30/12)**
Used to make characters fall asleep. Can be used from the status menu to immediately end the day or in the dinner scene to trigger the sleeping sequences in the Late Night time period.

**Pheromone Cologne - from Darknet (300 bitcoins)**
Doubles the affinity gain of any action you perform.

**Tablet Cracker - from Darknet (150 bitcoins)**
Break into your wife's tablet to find intel.

**Wine – from Big Box Store ($20)**
Give it to Emily during dinner. Gift for other women.

**Action Camera – from Big Box Store ($150)**
Give it to Laurel to unlock her cam girl scenes.

**DSLR – from Big Box Store ($200)**
Use it with Laurel for her photo shoot

**Nootropics – from Darknet (100 bitcoins/4)**
Has a random effect, increasing either one of your character attributes to it's maximum or increasing your lust by a ridiculous amount. Can also be given as a gift.

**Legal Fuel – from Big Box Store ($10)**
Increases your legal knowledge. Can also be given as a gift.

**X-Code – from Big Box Store ($20)**
Increases your coding knowledge.

**Succubus Prison – from Game Store at Mall ($15)**
Unlocks the stealth skill.
Flowers – from Flower Shop ($25/8)
A gift for various characters given by the half dozen. Decays over time.

Cardboard Box (found in Neighborhood)
An item you can use for stealth purposes.

Tap Key – from Darknet (75 bitcoins)
A key that can open many locks.

Magic Wand – from Sex Shop ($75)
A gift to give to Laurel.
Characters

Emily
She is a good girl. She always got good grades in school. In the fall she's going to be attending college. In the meanwhile she's working at a coffee shop with her best friend Brenda.

She is very anxious about romantic and sexual matters. She is very sweet and demure.

In the morning she is either in her bedroom, the bathroom or working out in your home office. At noon she'll be at the coffee shop during the week and in her bedroom on Saturday and Sunday. In the afternoon she'll be in her bedroom. She will be in her bedroom at night.

Her favorite gifts are flowers and chocolates and she doesn't like wine or nootropics.

Alexandra
Your wife (well… probably). She has grown cold as of late and your relationship is suffering. Lately she has been working late far more often than she has in the past and you are growing suspicious.

Building affinity without gifts will be a very slow and grindy process.

She is at her office in the morning and noon. There's a 50/50 chance she'll be in the hotel in the afternoon, if you haven't already progressed your relationship with her (ie either given her an open relationship or chose to dominate her or kicked her out). She will be at home in the evening.

Her favorite gift is chocolates and she really doesn't like nootropics or Law Fuel.
Mary
Your wife's secretary. She's a bit of a trollop and likes to be manhandled, not that there's anything wrong with that.

She's at your wife's office in the morning, noon and afternoon. At night she's at the dive bar during the week and at the club Saturday and Sunday.

Brenda
Emily's best friend. She works at the coffee house with her. She plays herself off as very experienced in sexual and romantic matters. She likes it when you are aggressive.

She is at the coffee shop in the morning and afternoon. She is at the Graveyard in late night. On weekends she hangs out with Emily in the afternoon.

Her favorite gifts are wine and nootropics and she hates flowers.

Sam
A very bad girl. She has been sent to you so that you can be a good influence on her. You can either discipline her or feed her naughtiness. She arrives after Day 10 with a scene that takes up a good chunk of the day.

She is in the Guest Bedroom once she is unlocked. Once you raise her discipline or naughtiness past 5 you'll get the option for her to either get a part time job or have her help around the house. If you've taken the discipline route and had her take a part time job she'll be at the ice cream shop in the morning and if you've taken the naughty route she'll be in your home office. If you've opted to have her help around the house she'll be in your home office at noon.

Laurel
She works at the ice cream shop you sometimes take Emily to. She's a college student but also hard up for money and kinda desperate. Also, she's the daughter of Dan, the guy who's spending too much time with your wife. To actually start a relationship with her you need to be aware of Dan's existence, either through grinding affection with your wife or befriending Mary enough that she'll divulge what she knows your wife is doing.

To start with she's at the Ice Cream Shop at Noon and Afternoon. At Night you can watch her Cam Show (once it's unlocked) from your Home Office.

Once you're friends with her she will appear at the library in the Morning. At noon she'll be at her apartment. In the afternoon she will either be at college, the ice cream shop or her apartment. At night she'll either be at college or her apartment.

Miranda
The wife of Dan and mother of Laurel. She doesn't want to believe her husband is spending too much
quality time with your wife until you furnish her with proof. After that she'll fuck you to spite her husband.

In the morning she'll either be at the gym or her apartment. In the noon and afternoon she'll be at work, except during the weekend, where she'll be at the beach at noon. At night she'll be at her apartment.

**Vanessa**

A low key addition to the cast. She works at the video game store at the mall. Once you have befriended her it's possible to get her to take off her top.
Achievements:
The achievement system allows you to track what scenes you've unlocked.

General:
1. Bought something you can use as a gift
Purchase candy at the pharmacy.

2. Stayed up late
Get a coffee from either your kitchen in the afternoon or night or the coffee shop.

3. Bought internet Monopoly money
Buy Bitcoins from the Darknet.

4. Experienced a wet dream (nice)
A random event happens when you go to sleep with high lust. You will dream about an angel or devil version of Emily. If your morality stat is more than 10 this scene can trigger in the angel variant.

5. Experienced a wet dream (bad)
Similar to the above, but this will trigger in the devil variant with a morality less than -10.

6. Confessed your sins
Go the church and make a confession.

7. Changed the Beach into a nude beach
To start the quest go to the Beach while your lust is 5 or higher or take Emily to the beach and talk to Brenda while there. Next go talk to the mayor at the City Hall. After this go to the church. After you've made five confessions Priest? will give you some important intel. Go back to city hall at night with a stealth skill of at least 1. After this you must gather signatures for a petition. You need at least 6 signatures and there are 8 in the game world (Emily, Alexandra, Mary, Brenda, Sam, Miranda, Laurel, and Gamer Girl). Once you have the signatures return to the mayor.

Emily:
1. Caught Emily touching herself
Play through the first night.

2. Talked to Emily about catching her
Talk to Emily in her room after the first night.

3. Sniffed Emily's used panties
Go into Emily's room when she's not home and search. Random event, other things may trigger instead.

4. Talked to Emily in room
Self explanatory.

5. Gave Emily a gift
Give Emily a gift.

6. Gave Emily a backrub
Raise Emily's affinity to 10 and go see her in her room. At the end of the dialog "Offer her a Backrub".

7. Gave Emily wine at dinner
When your wife's not at home in the afternoon make dinner for your family.

8. Took Emily out for ice cream
Go see Emily in her room after day 2.

9. Gave Emily a foot rub
Raise Emily's affinity to 20 and go see her in her room. Pick option "Give her a Footrub".

10. Peeked at Emily late at night
Go into Emily's room in the late night period.

11. Caught Emily touching herself late at night
Go into Emily's room late at night. There's a random chance she will be either touching herself or asleep. You can influence the odds of these events by using Aphrodisiac Pills or Sleeping Pills in her dinner.

12. Gave Emily a backrub with only her bra on
If Emily's Lust is above 10 you can "Try to convince her to take off her shirt"

13. Peeked at Emily in the bathroom
Try to enter the bathroom while Emily is inside.

14. Peeked at Emily in the bathroom and her towel fell off
Try to peek at Emily in the bathroom while her Affinity is more than 25 and you haven't unlocked the Emily kissing scene

15. Gave Emily sleeping pills
Put sleeping pills into Emily's food in the dinner scene

16. Gave Emily aphrodisiac pills
Put aphrodisiac pills into Emily's food in the dinner scene

17. Massaged Emily's ass during backrub
During the backrub scene select "Grab your [fully adult human female that lives in your house]'s ass" while Emily's Lust is more than 20.

18. Teach Emily how to Kiss
Raise her Affinity to 30 and go see her in her bedroom.

19. Peeked at Emily in the bathroom and she gave a show
Peek at Emily while she's in the bathroom. Will trigger if you've taught her how to kiss and her lust is more than 10.
20. Peeked at Emily late at night and pulled off the covers
Go see Emily late at night while she's sleeping and pull off her blanket. Use sleeping pills at dinner to increase the chance to find her sleeping.

21. Watched Emily get herself off
Raise your affinity with Emily to 40 and go see her in her room. Select the following menu options: "Sorry, I was just leaving" > "Admit the same feelings, but it's normal" > "We don't have to have sex"

22. Emily got dressed in front of you
A random event triggers when going to see Emily in her room. Full version triggers if you've already watched her touch herself and her lust is more than 10.

23. Spied on Emily talking with BFF
Brenda comes over to the house on weekends. Go and see them while they're talking.

24. Watched Emily exercise
If Emily is in your Home Office go and see her.

25. Caught Emily kissing BFF
If Emily's Lust is more than 10 the scene where she talks with Brenda can end with Brenda talking her into kissing. There's a few variants of this scene so you might have to cycle through a couple times to see it.

26. Massaged Emily after Exercise
After watching Emily exercise if her lust is more than 20 she will ask for a breast massage.

27. Massaged Emily through her panties
While giving her a footrub touch her thigh with her lust rating above 25 and the fingering scene unlocked.

28. Watched TV with Emily
A random event triggers where Emily is in the living room. Simply “Ask her what she's watching” to unlock the scene.

29. Emily gave you a show at dinner
Make dinner when Alexandra and Emily are both home. If Emily's lust is more than 30 this will trigger.

30. Fingered Emily
If you trigger the kissing scene between Emily and Brenda while Emily's lust rating is over 20 that will progress the story. They will discuss who Emily's secret crush is and Brenda will encourage her. The next day Emily will come and talk to you.

31. Emily sat in your lap and touched herself while watching TV
While watching TV with Emily there's a variant of the scene where you can ask to touch her leg. This scene will trigger if she has more than 20 lust.

32. Emily sat in your lap in the club
Unlock the club scene (see Sam). While in the club scene talk to Emily in the first round, in the second round talk to Sam and in the final round talk to Emily again.
33. Game Emily and Sam wine at dinner
When Alexandra isn't home and Sam is cook dinner for your family and give them wine.

34. Grope Emily late at night
Go to Emily in the late night when she's sleeping and pull her covers off. This sequence will play if she has 35+ lust and you've unlocked watching her touch herself.

35. Watched Emily take a shower
If her lust is higher than 30 and you try to peek in while she's in the bathroom she'll invite you to watch her shower.

36. Emily has given you a handjob
Enter her room while her lust is higher than 40.

**Alexandra:**

1. Met Alexandra at work
Go to her office during the morning or noon. Ask Mary about Alexandra.

2. Gave Alexandra a gift
Give your wife a gift

3. Kissed Alexandra
Selected "Touch" on Alexandra when she's in your shared bedroom and select "Kiss" from the menu.

4. Gave Alexandra sleeping pills
During the dinner scene if she's present you can put them into her food

5. Gave Alexandra aphrodisiac pills
During the dinner scene if she's present you can put them into her food

6. Fucked Alexandra
Raise Alexandra's affinity above 30 and "Touch" her, then "Try to Initiate Sex"

7. Found out Alexandra is cheating
Raise Alexandra's affinity to above 45 and ask her why she works late so often OR ask her how she's feeling when her affinity is more than 50

8. Catch Alexandra cheating red handed
Once you've learned she's cheating either talk to Emily during the Afternoon or talk to Mary while she's at work. They'll open access to the Motel. Go to the Motel while Alexandra says she's at work.

9. Confront Alexandra about her cheating
Once you've caught Alexandra red handed obtain a tap key. Once you have that you can go and confront her while she's with Dan at the hotel. Warning: If you don't have enough charisma or strength this might not play out to your advantage.

**Mary:**

1. Met Alexandra's secretary, Mary
Go to Alexandra's office

2. Gave Mary a gift
   Give her a gift

3. Met Mary at the bar.
   Go to the bar at night.

4. Kissed Mary
   If Mary's affinity is more than 15 go to the bar at night. Buy Mary a drink. Touch her hand.

5. Groped Mary
   "Touch" Mary and select "Grab her boob".

6. Grabbed Mary's ass
   Once you've kissed Mary go see her at the office. "Touch" Mary after you've raised her affinity to at least 10 and "Grab her ass".

7. Hired Mary to help with your business
   If Mary's affinity is more than 25 go to the bar at night and buy her a drink. Select “Sure”.

8. Mary gave you a titjob
   Once you've kissed Mary go see her at the office. "Grab her boob" with her affinity raised above 12. Select "If I see something I want I take it"

9. Banged Mary
   Once you've kissed Mary go see her at the office. Raise Mary's affinity above 20 and "Grab her ass". Select "When I want something I take it."

10. Met Mary at the club
    Got to the club alone on Saturday or Sunday night. You'll find Mary trying to get into the club. Either bribe the bouncer or use your high charisma to outsmart him and get Mary inside. She will reward you afterward.

**Brenda**

1. Met Emily's BFF
   Go to the coffee shop where Emily works when she isn't working.

2. Gave Brenda a big tip
   Give her a gift.

3. Took Brenda to the mall
   If you talk to her at work she'll ask you for a ride to the mall.

4. Brenda invited you into the dressing room
   First, when you take her to the mall "Peek at her". When she asks you how she looks say "Incredible" or "Amazing", then, after that offer to pay. Take her to the mall again later but this time "Wait Politely". When she asks you what you think tell her "I think you're a beautiful young woman".
5. Stumbled on Brenda's ritual in the Graveyard
   Once you've met Brenda (either at the coffee shop or at your house) go to the Graveyard in Late Night.

6. Played along with the ritual and ate Brenda's pussy
   Go to the Graveyard at Late Night with Brenda's affinity over 15 and play along with the scenario. She'll get spooked initially but after a couple attempts she'll go all the way.

7. Brenda blew you at the mall

8. Brenda gave you a footjob at the club
   During the club scene (see Sam) talk to Brenda in the first round and buy her a drink, talk to Emily, then talk to Brenda again.

**Laurel:**

1. Met Laurel
   Go to the Ice Cream Shop while she's there.

2. Bought Laurel a video camera
   After you've learned about who “Dan” is go to the Ice Cream Shop and tip Laurel. After a couple times you have the option of telling her to do a web show. After that purchase an Action Camera at the Big Box Store and give it to Laurel.

3. Watched Laurel's stream
   Once you've given her the Action Cam you can watch her stream from the Home Office at your house.

4. Shot a photo shoot with Laurel's
   After raising your affection with Laurel to 4 meet her at the library in the morning. Do this two more times. The third time she'll ask you to become her photographer. Go to the Big Box Store and buy the DSLR camera. Go back to talk to Laurel at the library again. After this she will be available for the photo shoot at the college in the afternoon and night.

5. Talked Laurel into a nude photo shoot
   After the photo shoot come back to the college and do another round with her.

6. Peeped on Laurel and Miranda at the beach.
   When Laurel and Miranda are at the beach go there. If you've met Laurel or fucked Miranda you'll get an option to peep on them in the dressing room.

7. Watched Laurel's webshow with the magic wand
   Go talk to Laurel at the library once her affection is higher than 20. She says she needs something to spice up her web show. Go to the Sex Shop and buy Magic Wand. Give it to her while she's at work. Then, watch her webshow as usual.

8. Took an active part in Laurel's web show.
   If Laurel's affection is more than 15 and you talk to her in the ice cream shop she'll ask you to drive her home. This will unlock the new location Dan/Miranda/Laurel's Apartment. After this give her the Magic Wand as above. Then go talk to her at the library again. Go to the Apartment when she's home
and you'll trigger the new scene.

**Miranda:**

1. Fucked Miranda to get revenge
   Catch your wife banging Dan at the Motel and take a picture. Go to the Flower Shop and show the picture to Miranda.

2. Peeped on Laurel and Miranda at the beach.
   When Laurel and Miranda are at the beach go there. If you've met Laurel or fucked Miranda you'll get an option to peep on them in the dressing room.

3. Peeped on Laurel and Miranda at the beach successfully.
   Try to peep on them again with a higher stealth stat than 3.

4. Watched Miranda do Yoga
   Go to the gym in the morning. If you have a charisma stat or stealth stat more than 3 you can watch her in her yoga class.

5. Peeped at Miranda doing Nude Yoga
   Talk to Miranda. There's a 33% chance she'll talk about Yoga. If you have more than 3 charisma you'll talk her into doing Nude Yoga. Go to the Neighborhood after this and you'll find a cardboard box

   Talk to Miranda at the flower shop. If your affinity with her is more than 5 and you haven't unlocked her apartment yet she'll ask you to drive her home. After that go to the apartment when she's at home.

7. Had a 3some with Miranda and Dan.
   First of all, for Dan to be willing you have to be in an open relationship with your wife (this is one of the choices when you confront her when catching her with Dan). Once you've unlocked her apartment go there while Dan is home and nobody else. Then go see Sam in her bedroom and she'll give you some weed for Dan. Return to Dan's apartment when he's home and you'll smoke with him. After this you'll have an option to have a threesome with him and Miranda.

**Sam:**

1. Met her
   Wait until Day 10. You'll get a phone call from either your brother or your college best friend.

2. Spanked Sam
   During her intro scene “Tell her she needs discipline” and then “Give her an inspection”. Or after that go into her room, “Ask if she has any weed”, “Search her Stuff” and then “Punish Her”.

3. Watch Sam touch herself
   If her alignment is more than 10 go into her room and vape with her.

4. Talked to Sam about becoming a productive member of the household.
   Raise either her naughtiness or discipline above 10 and talk to her in her bedroom.

5. Got a handjob from Sam a the club
To unlock the club scene, first you have to get achievement Sam-4 and raise Emily's affinity above 50. After that you go to the kitchen in the afternoon and make your family dinner. After that go to the clothes store in the mall and buy the red dress. Once you have that wait for a Friday, Saturday or Sunday night and go talk to Emily (invite her on a date) or talk to Sam and go through the menu option. In the club scene first talk to Sam and buy her a drink, talk to Brenda, then talk to Sam again.